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Lecture 2  The Interwar Years 

 
When Europe’s guns went silent in the eleventh hour of the eleventh day of the eleventh month 

of 1918, an old world died and a new one born. Socially and politically the continent faced an uncertain 

future. Post-war discontent driven by hardship and dislocation among Europe’s labouring classes drove 

large numbers of its citizens towards partisans who espoused authoritarian sentiments. Often, there was 

no ideological core to these philosophies, but rather they combined different ideas that appealed to 

emotional wants as well as to physical needs. The new democracies born out of the war’s ashes would 

not all survive. The old European democracies survived a period of economic ups and downs and 

pursued agendas to put the recent past behind their nation-states. The interwar years bridge Europe’s 

bloody reinventions of itself. They were tales of two decades - the 1920s saw innovation in cultural 

expression, reformed social organization, economic prosperity, and political mobilization and the 1930s 

witnessed fiscal disaster, social failure, and political conflict. 

 

1. The Fate of Small Nations 
A. State of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes 

1. With the end of the Great War and based on negotiations in Corfu (1917), the State of 

Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes declared itself in December 1918 

2. Almost from the start, Croatian politicians opposed the new state’s center in Belgrade 

(Serbia) 

a.) Opposition boycotts paralyzed the new parliament 

b.) The new Slavic state ruled by decree 

  3. In 1928, a Serb representative opens fire on the opposition benches 



4. In 1929, a political assassination allows King Aleksander I to assume executive 

power  

a.) He declares the state of Yugoslavia 

b.) He bans national political parties 

.  c.) His murder in 1934 precipitates more unrest 

B.  Ireland 
1. Advocates of Irish Home Rule initially strongly support the British war effort 

2. In 1916 the country breaks out in rebellion  

a.) Authorities quickly quelled the uprising 

b.) A low-level war restarts in 1920 

3. Loyal Protestants of the north are promised their home territory will be excluded from 

any Irish Free State 

a.) The Anglo-Irish Treaty (1921) formalizes the partition 

4.  Soon after its birth, the Irish Free State suffer a two-year civil war 

a.) The Roman Catholic Church wields a powerful influence on government 

policy 

C. Czechoslovakia 
1. The creation of Czechoslovakia sees several ethnic groups and territories with 

different historical, political, and economic traditions blended into a new state structure 

2. The new democracy inherits 75% of the former Austro-Hungarian Empire’s industrial 

capacity 

a.) One of the world’s 10 most industrialized states 

3. Despite constitutional protections for minorities, the major non-Czech demand 

broader political autonomy 

4. The case of Sudeten Germans prove the state’s undoing 

D. Austria 
1. The collapse of the Hapsburg run empire saw its territories become all or part of 

Austria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Poland, Romania, Ukraine, and 

Liechtenstein 

2. The Allied Powers in the Treaty of Saint Germain bar German Austria from uniting 

with Germany 

a.) Forced to accept the name the Republic of Austria. 



3. Engelbert Dollfuss maneuvers Austria out of parliamentary government  

a.) Seeks to create an Austrian fascism molded by Catholicism but separate from 

Germany 

 

2. The League of Nations 
E. The “Fourteen Points” 

 1. Plan offered by U.S President Woodrow Wilson grudgingly accepted as the basis for 

the postwar ordering of Europe 

2. The last of those precepts calls for the establishment of a League of Nations to 

guarantee the well-being of all its member states.   

3. Member states of the League of Nations pledge themselves not to go to war before 

submitting their disputes with another member state or a nonmember 

a.) League enquiry and possibility of arbitration 

4.) The League of Nations formally comes into existence on 10 January 1920 

F. Successes and Failures 

1. League of Nations often regarded as a failure 

2. When there were national commitments to its processes, the League succeeds 

a.) Aland Islands dispute (1921) between Sweden and Finland 

3. Lacks its own armed force 

4. Depends on the strength of large states to enforce its resolutions or its members to 

maintain economic sanctions against a rogue state 

5. Best known for its failures  

a.) Japanese incursion into Manchuria (1931) 

b.) Italy’s invasion of Abyssinia (1934-1936) 

c.) Spanish Civil War (1936-1939) 

d.) Rearmament of the Axis Powers.   

 

3. The Jazz Age 
G. Changing social mores and means of artistic expression 

1. Significant advances and/or changes emerged from the fields of film, music, and 

literature 



2. The 1920s prove to be one of the richest periods in European film history 

a.) Mirrors the profound challenges to a changed world 

3. Cinema also intimately involved with the political and social upheavals  

4. Intersects with the other arts 

a.) Illustrates the changing landscapes of three of its European epicenters - Paris, 

Berlin, and Moscow.  

5. Popular culture embraces Jazz  

a.) Uninhibited musical spirit  

b.) Stands in stark contrast to well-tempered and finely structured European 

traditions.   

6. European literary culture display the anxiety and the acrimony of the time 

a.) The maturation of the modernist movement  

7. Led by James Joyce, D H. Lawrence, T. S. Eliot, Thomas Mann, and Marcel Proust 

and Americans Ernest Hemingway and F. Scott Fitzgerald   

a.) The “Lost Generation” writers who wanted little or nothing of their fathers’ 

world 

 

4. Economic Catastrophe 
H. The Great Depression 

1. On 29 October 1929, Black Tuesday, the highly speculated U.S. stock market suffers 

an unprecedented decline 

2. Ramifications reverberate around the world particularly in industrialized Europe 

a.) Staggered out of the First World War, barely recovered  

3. In three year’s time, world industrial production falls by two-thirds 

4. Economic depression lasts for a decade 

5. All countries suffer decreased trade, production and consumption reductions, high 

levels of unemployment, widespread suffering, and increased radical political agitation 

6. States erect tariff barriers 

a.) The U.S. led the way with Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act (June 1930) which raised 

import taxes by 50-100%; other states followed suit 

 I. Germany 
1. Six million previously employed persons forced out of work 



2. Beset by the twin disadvantages of war reparations and the recall of American loans 

to help pay them 

3. Government cuts public services and institutes emergency measures to maintain order 

 J. Great Britain 
1. After the Great War Britain had never recovered its economic footing 

2. Stock market collapse only exacerbate its problems 

3. The slump in its heavy industry joined by downturns in its financial and shipping 

sectors 

4. Labour government takes a protectionist turn and decreases public spending 

5. The Pound Sterling devalued and taken off the gold standard 

K. France 
1.  French economy weathers the economic storm best of Europe’s major economies 

2.  Modernizing campaign during the 1920s delays onset of spikes in unemployment and 

drops in industrial production until 1931.   

 

5. The Success of Authoritarianism 
 L. Soviet Union 

1.  ombined Russian war deaths and those from famine (1914-22) estimated at 12.5 

million persons 

2. The new Soviet Union faces a state mutilated by upheaval and a not quite modern 

economy 

3. Nikolai Lenin’s government focused on industrialization 

4. His incapacitation (May 1922) and death (January 1924) precipitates a power struggle 

among his lieutenants 

a.) Leon Trotsky wants to export revolution 

b.) Nikolai Bukharin believes in domestic development and a hybrid communist 

economy 

c.) Joseph Stalin, a brutish enforcer, outmaneuvers his rivals and by 1929 asserts 

his authority throughout the Soviet Union 

i.) Ultimately, Stalin murders his rivals  

5. During 1920s the prospect of a new socialist society brings a number of modernist 

artists to Soviet Union 



6. Commencing in 1929, Soviet leadership mobilizes population to create socialist state 

and rejects innovation for “socialist realism. 

7. Stalin mixes progress and terror to consolidate power. 

8. A program of rapid industrialization based on forced farm collectivization assaults 

better-off rural population. 

a.) Collectivization facilitates industrial progress 

b.) While Soviet agricultural exports increase, peasants starve 

 M. Italy 
1. The prospect of imitating the Bolshevik Revolution undermines Italy’s parliamentary 

democracy 

2. A former socialist journalist and served an Italian war veteran, but upon his return 

home in March 1919, Benito Mussolini founds fascist movement  

a.) Lacks an ideological core except the pursuit of power 

3. Mussolini becomes prime minister in October 1922 

4. Fascist partisans want more, murder their opposition, and under Mussolini’s lead 

implement a violent revolution 

5. Mussolini’s government expands state sovereignty 

6. Works to create a more profound sense of Italian identity. 

7. Mussolini expertly employs propaganda 

a.) Builds political momentum 

b.) Creates a cult of personality 

8. Italy organizes its workplaces to replace its parliament—corporativism 

9. Mussolini accommodates existing elites and the Roman Catholic Church. 

a.) The 1929 Lateran Pact ends animus between the church and the unified 

Italian state that had lingered since 1870 

 N. Germany 
1. Cross-philosophical resentments at their government grow out of German anger at the 

onerous provisions of the Treaty of Versailles 

2. By 1932 German democracy on life support; the Nationalist Socialist German 

Workers’ Party (Nazis) supersedes competing groups 

3. Nazis are not conventionally revolutionary 

a.) Do not mount a direct assault on prevailing socioeconomic order 



b.) A mix of traditionalist impulses and nationalist rhetoric 

4. Nazism come out of post-war Munich and Adolf Hitler emerges as its leader 

5. Onset of economic depression in 1929 besets Germany’s democracy with problems it 

could not solve 

6. Playing on fears of Marxist uprising, Hitler becomes chancellor in January 1933 

7. Hitler ascends to full executive power with promise to end the privation of the Great 

Depression and the decline in German culture  

8. When fire destroys the Reichstag (parliament), the legislators give Hitler autocratic 

powers 

O. Spain 
1. Spain enters 20th century as a constitutional monarchy 

a.) Does not enter First World War 

2. In 1931, King Alfonso III agrees to the first free Spanish elections in 60 years 

a.) A republic overwhelmingly voted into government 

3. Manuel Azana becomes prime minister of Spain’s Second Republic in October 1931 

a.) Attempts to reform agriculture and institute regional autonomy 

4. Azana blames Roman Catholic Church for Spain’s backwardness and seeks to 

eliminate its privilege 

5. A military coup fails in August 1932  

6. By 1933, conservative groups have electoral success but kept to the margins by left-

wing coalitions 

7. In July, 1936, a military coup led by General Francisco Franco originates in Spanish 

Morocco  

a.) Many of these troops arrive in Spain aboard German planes 

8. The military insurgents called Nationalists 

a.) Supported by the monarchists, clergy, Italy, and Germany 

9. Defending the government are a disparate group of republicans, socialists, 

communists, anarchists, trade unionists, and ethnic separatists called Loyalists  

a.) Look to Europe’s democracies for aid  

b.) Only tangible international support from the Soviet Union 

10. After the Loyalists successfully defend the capital Madrid in 1936, Franco embarks 

on a war of attrition.   



11. In spite of material disadvantages, Loyalists fight for another two and a half years  

a.) Spanish Republic falls in the spring of 1939 

 

6. Weak and Cautious Democracies 
 P. Weimar Germany 
  1. After the Great War, Germany relocates its capital to Weimar 

a.) Replaces the historic center of Prussia, Berlin. 

2. The Weimar government forced to manage the harsh terms of the Treaty of Versailles  

a.) Hyperinflation  

b.) Ideological polarization follows and tears at German society 

c.) Communists attempt a coup  

3. Persons loyal to the old German Empire remain in bureaucratic posts 

a.) People hostile to the republic ran it day-to-day. 

4. Gustav Stresemann of the conservative German People’s Party 

a.) Becomes chancellor in August 1923 

b.) Brings inflation under control; negotiates a review of war reparations. 

c.) In 1926, Germany joins League of Nations 

d.) Stresemann wins the Nobel Peace Prize 

e.) His death leads to a series of weak coalition governments 

5. President von Hindenburg hostile to the republic 

Q. France 
1. Economic modernization efforts scaled back.   

2. Life in France returned to prewar patterns 

3. During most of 1920s, France enjoyed period of relative prosperity. 

4. France does not pass prevailing social legislation 

5. Paris serves as a post-war magnet for all manner of artists 

6. As Depression commences, left-wing governments lacks reliable parliamentary 

majority to take action. 

a.) Right-wing factions, notably the Croix de Feu (cross of Fire) take militant 

and violent action 

7. 1936 elections saw a coalition of moderate republicans, Socialists, and communists 

unite to form an anti-fascist Popular Front 



a.) Brings France its first socialist and Jewish premier, Leon Blum  

b.) Industrial strikes greeted the new  

c.) Popular Front does not support Spanish Loyalists. 

8. After one year, Le Front Populaire breaks apart 

a.) Subsequent prewar governments weak 

R. Great Britain 
1. Post-war priorities a return to normalcy and make Germany pay for their war 

mongering 

2. After their support in the war, the status of Britain’s imperial colonies due for 

alteration 

3. Redefinition of all dominions 

a.) “Autonomous communities united by common allegiance to the Crown” 

b.) In India, Mohandas Gandhi emerges 

c.) In Egypt, anti-British uprising erupts in 1919, concessions refused, and 

granted independence in 1922 

4. British political system proves resilient and stable  

5. Labour Party emerges as alternative to Conservatives 

6. Free marketer, Britain suffers by Depression era tariffs 

7. In 1926 coal miners work stoppage sparks first ever general strike 

8. Conservative leader Stanley Baldwin dominates interwar politics. 

9. King Edward VIII abdicates (10 December 1936) 

10. Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain (1937) seeks to avoid war at all cost 

 a.) Munich Pact dismembers Czechoslovakia (29 September 1938) 

 


